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Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   1 July 2014 

Zutphen Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - House of Sandra de Jager 
                   Albert Cuypstraat 11 
                   7204 BP Zutphen 
            T 0575-518177  -  M 06-51000526 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -      9 September 2014 
                               October 2014 
                               November 2014 

 
  
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   28 August 2014 

Amsterdam Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Centrum de Roos - Hoekkamer 
                   P.C. Hooftstraat 183 
                   1071 BW Amsterdam 
                   020-6890081 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

  Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -  25 September 2014 
                             October 2014 
                             November 2014 

                       
 
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   25 August 2014 

Amersfoort Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Mens en Intuitie  
                  Stovestraat 25 
                   3811 KA Amersfoort 
                   06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

   Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -  22 September 2014 
                             October 2014 
                             November 2014 



   
The Law of the Center – For Healing and 

Transformation 
 
 

1) A short Hello - Special Introduction to new participants; 
 
2) Place names in bowl for long distance healing;  
 
3) Set up the healing space - (Call in our angels, guides and helpers);  
 
4) Greet the Community of the Archangels of Creation; 
 
5) Set Connections with the Angels of the Higher Laws (Angels of High Magic); 
 
6) Find our Space - take a few moments to become aware of our body & spirit; 
 
7) Ground, ground the room, center, run energy;  
 
8) Perform Ki-Breathing;  
 
9) Prayer of the evening – St. Theresa’s Prayer; 
 
10) Take a Moment to Express Gratitude; 
 
11) Healing the Body through the Mind – a High Magic Approach; 
 
12) Perform grounding and centering;   
 
13) Perform Ki-Breathing; 
 
14) Perform Golden Sun Fill-Up; 
 
15) Close (with thanks) the Open Healing Evening;  
 
16) Closing Prayer 
 



 
St. Theresa’s Prayer 

May today there be peace within.  May we trust our highest power that we are 
exactly where we are meant to be. May we not forget the infinite possibilities 

that are born of faith. May we use those gifts that we have received, and pass on 
the love that has been given to us. May we be content knowing we are children 
of God. Let his presence settle into our bones, and allow our soul the freedom 

to sing, dance, praise and love. It is there for each and every one of us.  

 
 
 

   Closing Prayer 
 

Peace is in the heaven; peace is on the earth; and in the waters. 
The herbs, the plants and the trees are all full of peace. 

The Gods are peaceful. 
Everything in the universe is pervaded by peace. 

May this eternal, universal peace enter our souls and being. 
Peace, peace, peace be unto us all.    -   Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



The Law of the Center – For Healing and 
Transformation 

 
 
 

Introduction 
 
In today's Open Healing Evening, we shall be exploring both the nature of “the Center” 
and the Law of the Center; and then receive healing benefits from various applications 
of the Law of the Center. When truly understood, the Law of Centers is a very powerful 
law that basically states that: 1) everything has a center, and 2) whoever or whatever is 
fully stationed in the center and owns the center controls the whole. The Law of the 
Center is a Law applicable to both the microcosm and the macrocosm, and it exists on 
all planes of existence, from the physical plane to the angelic and causal plane.  
 
An example of a center within the “body/mind” realm, and likely its most significant 
center, is the “hara” or one point.  The one point is located approximately in the 
centroid of the body. It is a point of inner balance that is essential in all forms of 
movement. Many forms of martial arts focus upon this center: maintaining one’s own 
center and acting to compromise an opponent’s center.  
 
We likewise have a center of consciousness, which focalizes our sense of presence. It is 
what we most closely relate to as our “I” and what may be termed the “focal point”.  
Where this focal point is situated will impart various influences. If, for instance, this 
focal point is fully stationed in the one point, then the body will be most highly 
balanced. If the focal point is situated in an energy that is resident in an organ, then 
the person may be overshadowed by this energy and thereby outwardly exhibit that 
quality of energy. 
 
Centers are also prevalent within the realm of an Identity and the realm of the Unity. 
The most classic form of Identity is the human. The identity of the human may be 
described as the “I am” or the Beingness of the person. A classic Unity is the family.  
 
 
Discussion 
 
It is said that all that exists in the macrocosm exists in the microcosm. And by 
extension, what exist in one human exists in all humans. Thus it may be stated that all 
qualities of nature are in all of us. Qualities such as love, hate, anger, and so forth 
exist in each of us. However, it is self evident that we all do not operate and act in the 
same manner. We exhibit distinctly different personalities, behaviors, and modes of 
relating.  
 
There are many influences that determine how a person acts; some being internally 



driven while others more externally influenced. But as one centers and operates from 
one’s “self” as an identity, then the quality that is in the center of one’s “self” (also 
sometimes termed the core of oneself) is what drives the person as an identity. So the 
quality that is in the center, may it be love, calm, or anger, will rule the person. And 
the quality that rules the center is not fixed, but rather can shift to another quality so 
that it shall then rule the center. And this quality will be most exhibited when one’s 
consciousness – focal point – is situated in one’s “self”.  
 
There are times that a person’s focal point is not centered in one’s “self”, but rather 
localized in an organ, gland, or even a chakra. Then the nature of that organ, gland, or 
chakra may not only be exhibited by the person, but even rule the person’s thinking 
and feeling. So if a person’s focal point is drawn into anger of the liver, then the 
individual will act like the anger of the liver. Or if a person’s focal point is situated in 
some control energy of the third chakra, then the individual may act in a totally 
controlling manner. And if there is also hostility in the third chakra, then the person 
shall act in a hostile and controlling manner. Interestingly, since the focal point is 
mobile, it may shift locations and the person may quickly exhibit a totally different 
behavior. Interestingly, the focal point may be unconsciously drawn into a certain 
location; one may consciously move the focal point to a different location; and a 
person who has become sufficiently developed may move another person’s focal point 
to a specific location. 
 
A person, a “self”, does not exist in a vacuum but in social network with others. And in 
social interaction, or via birth connections, groups are formed. These groups may have 
a metaphysical linking, and theses shall then be called “unities”. Unities come under 
the influence of the Law of Center; who or what is stationed in the center of the unity 
shall rule the unity, whether it be work group, family, social group, or other. There are 
those who have a strong desire to control the unity of which he or she is a member, 
and these in essence strive to station themselves in the symbolic center of the group. 
 

 
Background  

 
The Universal and Magical Laws 
 
We shall be employing the Angels of High Magic to invoke or activate the Universal 
and Magical Laws. We shall also be requesting of the Angels of High Magic to create 
the desired magical statue and perform the magical ritual. 
 
The Law of Centers 
 
The Law of Centers basically states that everything has a center, and he who controls 
the center, controls the whole. This is a Law of both the macrocosm and the 
microcosm. And it exists on all planes, from the angelic and causal to the physical. 
When one “controls” or is fully station in the center, one controls the whole. Within 



the “body/mind” realm, there are two centers of significance. One is the center of the 
head; the other is the “hara” or one point, which is located approximately in the 
centroid of the body. This may be referred to as the “body-mind” center. 
 
The Law of Identity  

 
The Law of Identity is a law of personal existence. It is most associated with the “I am”. 
The Law of Identity enables you to act from your true self and thereby discover and 
become more your authentic self. The Identity related to the Law of Identity for a 
person states “I am who I am”.  

 
 
The Law of Unity  

 
The Law of Unity basically states that a group of Identities may come together and 
form a group. This group may then have its own Identity separate and above the 
identity of any individual in a group. Thus cells may form together and create an 
organ, which then is a unique identity in itself. And humans may get together 
(sometimes karmically ordained via birth) and form a unity called a family. But though 
a “higher” creation has been created, the individuals still maintain their own identity 
and all that comes with being an Identity. 

 
 
The Law of Symbols (or The Law of Symbols and Reality) 

 
The Law of Symbols simply states that at a certain elevated level of consciousness, 
symbols and reality becomes one. Thus, that which has been symbolized shall 
experience what the symbol shall experience fully and perfectly. Thus the reality of the 
symbol and that that has been symbolized becomes one, that is, the same. 

 
 
Note:  
The subject of the Universal Laws is given in a Spiritual-Arts Academy Class: 
UNIVERSAL LAWS - SYMBOLIZED AND EMBODIED 
The subject of Magical Rituals is given in a Spiritual-Arts Academy Class:  
HIGH MAGIC -  THE PRACTICE OF THE HIGHER LAWS  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Practice  
 
Step 1: Initial Connections 
 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to connect each Participant with the 
Universal Consciousness and a personal Godhead. Let us relax, close our eyes, and enter 
into ten-minute meditation. Relax and allow yourself to become more centered, more 
grounded. 
 
Step 2: Creation and Embodiment of the Perfect Symbols for each Law  
 
The primary Law that we shall be exploring today is the Law of the Center. However, in 
this practice, we shall also be utilizing the Law of One, the Law of Unity, and the Law 
of Symbols.  
 
1) Request your Angels of High Magic, your Godhead, and the Universal Consciousness 

to create the appropriate Perfect Symbol for the Law of the Center and then to 
embody it; 

2) Request your Angels of High Magic, your Godhead, and the Universal Consciousness 
to create the appropriate Perfect Symbol for the Law of Identity and then to embody 
it; 

3) Request your Angels of High Magic, your Godhead, and the Universal Consciousness 
to create the appropriate Perfect Symbol for the Law of Unity and then to embody it; 

4) Request your Angels of High Magic, your Godhead, and the Universal Consciousness 
to create the appropriate Perfect Symbol for the Law of Symbols and then to embody 
it; 

 
We shall be in meditation for 15 minutes as the symbolization and embodiment shall be 
occurring. Be relaxed and tune into the process and observe through all the senses this 
experience. 
 
Step 3: Experiencing the Center (One Point) 
 
We shall perform a few exercises to become acquainted with the concept of Center as 
it pertains to the body (or body-mind). 
 
a) This is a physical exercise. Each person shall experience the relationship between 

balance and the location of the focal point. We shall simply stand on one foot, tap on 
different locations of the body, and then experience the degree of ease in 
maintaining balance. Locations to tap are the one point, the heart chakra, and the 
top of the head. Since by nature consciousness follows touch, this is a simple 
technique for setting the location of the focal point. How did the location of the focal 
point affect your balance? 

b) This is a mental exercise. Again, each person shall experience the relationship 
between balance and the location of the focal point. We shall simply stand on one 



foot, and focus with intention on different locations. First, we shall look inside and set 
our mind and eyes to look at the area of our one point. Second, we shall stare out of 
our eyes and look with intention at wall in front of us. Third, we shall imagine that 
we are looking at the wall in behind us. Finally, we shall with our eyes look upward 
and look with intention at the ceiling. Since by nature consciousness follows the 
intention of sight, our focal point shall move in the direction of the intention of our 
look. This is a simple technique for setting the location of the focal point. Again, how 
did the location of the focal point affect your balance? 

Note that with training, an individual may develop the capacity to maintain the focal 
point in the one point regardless of touch or intentional looking. 
 
 
Step 4: Experiencing the movement of Focal Point 

 
In this exercise, we shall with intention, or assistance of the Angels of High Magic, 
move as a focal point to different locations within the body, and into different 
qualities within these locations. Since the focal point is the center of our “normal” 
consciousness (not higher consciousness), the quality of energy experienced by the 
focal point shall have a global effect on each of us as a person.  
 
a) By intention, or as a request to the Angels of High Magic, have your focal point be 

stationed in the one point. Breathe and experience this experience; 
b) By intention, or via requests to the Angels of High Magic, we shall now experience 

moving as a focal point into the chakras and qualities within the chakras. For 
instance; 

i) the first chakra 
ii) the quality of security and stability within the first chakra 
iii) the quality of living in survival within the first chakra 
iv) perhaps a death picture or energy within the first chakra 
v) the second chakra 
vi) the quality of sensuality within the second chakra 
vii) the quality of emotional pain within the second chakra 
viii)    and so on through the seven chakras 

c) By intention, or via requests to the Angels of High Magic, we shall be moving into the 
different organs and glands and qualities within the organs and glands. For 
instance; 

i) the liver  
ii) the quality of anger in the liver 
iii) the quality of boundary setting in the liver 
iv) another persons energy in the liver 
v) the gall bladder 
vi) the quality of bitterness in the gall bladder 
vii)    and so on through different organs and glands 

d) By intention, or as a request to the Angels of High Magic, have your focal point be 
stationed in the one point. Breathe and experience this experience. 



 
 
Step 5: Experiencing the nature of the Center of You as an Identity  
 
As humans, we each have (or are) a spirit and a soul. That is who we really are. At this 
level on consciousness, there is also the identity, the I am. Within this identity exist all 
the aspects of what we identify as being the qualities that make us human. This 
includes what we may consider to be the positive aspects, the negative aspects, and 
the neutral aspects. The nature that we exhibit at any point in time may be seen as 
coming from that quality which is stationed in our center (or core) of the identity. So 
at the most complete level we are each all that is, but we exhibit that which is 
associated with our center – the core of oneself. Sometimes this is consciously 
selected, but mostly it is an unconsciously formation based on many factors and 
circumstances. 
 
In this exercise, we shall be consciously selecting those qualities we wish to 
experience. This shall be performed using High Magic: the Law of Symbols, the Law of 
Identity, and the Law of the Center. So we shall first create a magic circle that shall be 
the space that symbolizes you as a microcosm. We shall request the Angels of High 
Magic to populate this circle with symbolic roses, each of which shall symbolize an 
aspect of Identity. We shall not enumerate these qualities, but rather leave that to the 
higher consciousness. We shall then request, through a Magic Ritual, a recovery of 
those qualities which for some reason we may have lost. We shall have the original 
human, Adam Kadmon act as high priest for this ritual. We shall then request the 
Angels of High Magic to create a small magic circle in the exact center of this circle 
populated with the symbolic roses. This shall be the center of the circle. Finally, we 
shall request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Identity for the entire 
structure, that is the magic circle and all within. This forms the symbolic Identity, or I 
am (or I am who I am). 
 
The exercise shall now simply consist of having the Angels of High Magic to select a 
certain quality symbolized by a rose, and place that rose in the center circle. Then, we 
shall request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Center. In so doing, we 
shall each experience this quality as an Identity. We shall select various qualities, and 
perhaps even experience the same quality more than one time. 
              
a) Request the Angels of High Magic to create a magic circle around you with a radius 

that sets the magic circle just outside your aura.  
b) Request the Angels of High Magic create a hyper-cosmic cross around your one point 

and then request the Angels of High Magic to use the magic wand to banish all that 
is within the hyper-cosmic cross. 

c) As focal point, station yourself within the hyper-cosmic cross. 
d) Then request the Angels of High Magic to create a magic circle outside of the magic 

circle previously created.  
e) Request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Symbols so that the roses to 



be used in the following step are perfect symbols for what they are intended to 
symbolize; 

f) Request the Angels of High Magic to populate this circle with symbolic roses, each of 
which shall symbolize an aspect of Identity. 

g) Request the Angels of High Magic to set up a Special Magical Ritual to recover any 
qualities that have been lost. We shall request the Angels of High Magic to call on 
Adam Kadmon to officiate this ritual. This set up shall take about 5 minutes.  

h) Request the Angels of High Magic and Adam Kadmon to perform the ritual. This 
shall take approximately 20 minutes. Relax, tune in, and experience the experience. 
Perhaps you may receive information as to which qualities are being recovered. 

i) Now request the Angels of High Magic to create a very small magic circle at the 
exact center of this magic circle. This represents the “center”. 

j) Request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Identity. This is you. Relax, 
tune in, and experience the experience; 

k) Request the Angels of High Magic to select a Rose symbolic of a specific quality and 
place it in the center of the center circle. Then Request the Angels of High Magic to 
invoke the Law of the Center. Relax, tune in, and experience the experience. 

l) Now request the Angels of High Magic to remove this rose from the center and to 
request the Angels of High Magic to select a Rose symbolic of another quality and 
place it in the center of the center circle. Then Request the Angels of High Magic to 
once more invoke the Law of the Center. Relax, tune in, and experience the 
experience. 

m) This shall continue for a number of different qualities. Qualities that may be selected 
are: (Serenity – Anger); (Humility – Pride); (Truthfulness – Deceit); (Equanimity – 
Envy); (Non-Attachment – Avarice); (Courage - Fear); (Sobriety – Gluttony); (Innocence 
– Lust); (Industrious – Laziness); (Accepting Love – Hatred); (Forthrightness - Flattery); 
(Wisdom – Prejudicial Ignorance); (Magnanimity - Stinginess); (Valor - Cowardice); 
(Forgiveness - Vengeance); (Hope – Fatalism); (Happiness – Despondency); (Focus – 
Inattentiveness); (Authenticity – Phoniness); (Confidence – Misgiving); (Fairness – 
Injustice) (Just being).  

n) Finally, request the Angels of High Magic to either dissolve or deactivate (and 
protect) this Magic Circle of Identity and the roses populating the Magic Circle and to 
release the magic circle around you and hypercosmic cross within you. 
 

 
 
Step 6: Experiencing the nature of the Center of a Unity  
 

As individuals, we have the metaphysical capability of becoming members of many 
types of Unities. A whole Open Healing Evening was devoted to the subject (May 2014 -  
“Utilizing the Law of Unity for the Creation and Healing of Group Unities and Family 
Unities”).  An interesting aspect of a Unity, which was not covered in the previous 
Open Healing Evening, is the nature of the center of the unity. Note that influences to 
a Unity via its transcendental aspects, such as the mind and spirit of the entire Unity 
as it acts as an Identity, had been addressed in the previous Open Healing Evening.  



In this exercise, we shall be creating a group Unity, and then employing the Law of the 
Center to empower that member, or other influence, that is stationed in the center of 
the Unity. One’s family of birth, or extended family of birth, is a useful Unity to 
explore. It is possible to gain insight into the mechanisms of the family simply by 
exploring the nature of the Center of the Unity of the Family. Work or school groups 
also provide interesting Unities to explore.  

The use of High Magic and Universal Laws provide an effective system of exploring the 
nature of the center of Unity. We shall use High Magic: the Law of Symbols, the Law of 
Unity, and the Law of the Center. So we shall first create a magic circle that shall be 
the space that symbolizes the group unity (family). We shall request the Angels of 
High Magic populate this circle with symbolic roses, each of which shall symbolize a 
member of the group unity. We shall then request the Angels of High Magic to create a 
small magic circle in the exact center of this circle populated with the symbolic roses. 
This shall be the center of the circle. Finally, request the Angels of High Magic to 
invoke the Law of Unity for the entire structure, that is the magic circle and all within. 
This forms the symbolic representation of the reality that is the group unity (your 
family, your extended family, or your work group). 
 
The exercise shall now simply consist of having the Angels of High Magic to select a 
symbolic rose of a specific person, and place that rose in the center circle. Then, we 
shall request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Center. In so doing, you 
shall experience the nature of this group Unity with a specific individual occupying the 
center.  
 
As a second exercise, we shall introduce an additional rose to the Unity. This shall 
represent an external person or non-person into the center of the Unity. For example, 
this may be a local priest or pastor, a higher entity such as Sophia – the goddess of 
wisdom, or it may a transcendental quality such as divine respect, divine love, or 
divine justice. Intuitively, it feels more appropriate to utilize a higher consciousness 
quality then to use an aspect of the quality of an individual.   

 
a) Request the Angels of High Magic to create a magic circle around you with a radius 

that sets the magic circle just outside your aura.  
b) Request the Angels of High Magic create a hyper-cosmic cross around your one point 

and then request the Angels of High Magic to use the magic wand to banish all that 
is within the hyper-cosmic cross. 

c) As focal point, station yourself within the hyper-cosmic cross. 
d) Then request the Angels of High Magic to create a magic circle outside of the magic 

circle previously created.  
e) Request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Symbols so that the roses to 

be used in the following step are perfect symbols for what they are intended to 
symbolize; 

f) Within this circle, request the Angels of High Magic to create a symbolic rose for each 
person in the group unity you have chosen to examine: family of birth, extended 



family of birth, or work group. One unique rose should be of you. For a family, it 
shall include parents and siblings; for extended family of birth, it shall also include, 
aunts and uncles and perhaps grandparents and cousins; for work group it shall 
consist of whoever you so choose;  

g) Now request the Angels of High Magic to create a very small magic circle at the 
exact center of this magic circle. This represents the “center”; 

h) Request and allow the Angels of High Magic, the Universal Consciousness, and a 
personal Godhead to activate the perfect Symbol of the Law of Unity for the circle 
with the roses;   

i) Request the Angels of High Magic to select a Rose representing a specific person who 
is a member of the Unity and to place it in the center of the center circle. Then 
request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of the Center. Relax, tune in, and 
experience the experience; 

j) Now request the Angels of High Magic to remove this rose from the center and to 
select the Rose representing another specific person who is a member of the Unity. 
Once more request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of the Center. Relax, 
tune in, and experience the experience; 

k) Continue to experience as many members of this Unity as you wish;  
l) Now let us request the Angels of High Magic to create a rose called “other”, add it to 

the unity in the center of the inner circle, and request the Angels of High Magic to 
invoke the Law of Unity. 

m) Request the Angels of High Magic to identify this member (local priest, goddess (of 
wisdom) Sophia, divine love, divine justice. Then request the Angels of High Magic to 
invoke the Law f the Center. Do this as many “others” as you wish. 

n) Finally, request the Angels of High Magic to either dissolve or deactivate (and 
protect) this Magic Circle of Unity and the roses populating the Magic Circle, and to 
release the magic circle around you and hypercosmic cross within you. 

 


